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How much clear space 
does the ZipZaps logo require?

The ZipZaps logo is framed with a bounding box that when “zeroed” out in your picture

box gives the appropriate clearance no matter what size you scale the logo to. The clear

space is based on the logo at 100% with a .25" clearance from all sides, this distance changes

according to the aspect ratio of the logo size used. 

How do I refer to ZipZaps in body copy?

In body copy, ZipZaps is always one word, with capitalization on both Zip and Zaps. ZipZaps

is always plural, never ZipZap. The first usage of the word ZipZaps in body copy should

always have a register mark (®) after the “s” in Zaps, see "Which ZipZaps® logo do I use?”

headline above for correct placement, size and baseline shift. Subsequent usage of the word

ZipZaps on the same page or page 2 of a spread do not require a register mark, however

each new spread (in a catalog or booklet) or differing page (website) does require a register 

mark. Frutiger is the font preferred for body copy and if needed to emphasize, the word

ZipZaps can be set as Frutiger Bold Italic. 

What if I have usage questions about the ZipZaps logo?

For any questions regarding the ZipZaps logo and proper usage or to propose alternate

usage (spot color, silk-screening, packaging, etc.), contact Shelly Larson, Production Director

at Hamilton Partners, Inc. at 707-431-4300 x306 / shelly@hamparts.com. 
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Which ZipZaps® logo do I use?

There are 6 ZipZaps logos that cover 4-Color Process (4/C/P) and Black and White/Grayscale

(B&W) applications. The ZipZaps logos are all Mac format, Illustrator 9.0 .eps:

4/C/P – The 4/C/P has 2 versions: standard (for usage 2" wide and larger) and small (for

usage smaller than 2" wide; do not reduce any smaller than 25% of the supplied size or .5"

wide); both have a version with a black or knockout register mark depending on the back-

ground the logo will be printed on. For dark-colored backgrounds, use the knockout register

mark version, for light-colored backgrounds use the black register mark version. See page 2

of this PDF for 4/C/P naming conventions and logo examples. 

B&W – The B&W has 2 versions: standard (for usage 2" wide and larger) and small (for

usage smaller than 2" wide). For B&W applications the logo should always be placed on a

white background. See page 3 of this PDF for B&W naming conventions and logo examples.
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4/C/Process Logos

ZipZaps_logo_4C.eps

ZipZaps_logo_4C_Kr.eps

ZipZaps_logo_4C_sm.eps

ZipZaps_logo_4C_sm_Kr.eps
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B&W Logos

ZipZaps_logo_BW.eps

ZipZaps_logo_BW_sm.eps


